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ABSTRACT 
Componentwise rounding-error and perturbation bounds for the Cholesky and 
LILT factorizations are derived. The precision of the computed Cholesky and LILT 
factorizations is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Rounding-error and perturbation bounds for the Cholesky and LDLT 
factorizations have been investigated by many authors (see [l, 5, 7-101). Most 
of the known results are given by using matrix norms. For this reason these 
results overestimate the bounds in many cases and do not reveal the structure 
characteristic of perturbations and errors. 
The object of this paper is to seek componentwise bounds. Rounding-error 
and perturbation bounds for the Cholesky and LDLT factorizations are de- 
rived, and the precision of the computed Cholesky and LDLT factorizations is 
given. 
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NOTATION. The symbol 5% mXtl denotes the set of real m x n matrices, 
9?” = Wnxl, and 9= 9’. Let A = (oij)~ gnx”; then the matrices 1 Al, 
diag( A), tril( A), and tril*( A) are defined by 
I AI = (IQijI). diag( A) = diag(ar,, . . . , a,,), 
tril( A) = (rij), Tij = “ij 
if iaj, 
0 otherwise, 
and 
tril*( A) = (qj), rij = aij 
if i>j, 
0 otherwise. 
We use 11 11 s for the spectral norm and the usual Euclidean vector norm, and 
)I 11 F for the Frobenius norm. In addition, we shall assume that binary 
arithmetic is used, and the computer has a r-digit word. The symbol u will 
denote the unit roundoff defined by u = 2-t. 
In Section 2 we shall discuss the Cholesky factorization, in Section 3 
discuss the LDLT factorization, and in Section 4 make some remarks. 
2. THE CHOLESKY FACTORIZATION 
2.1. Errors in the Cholesky Factorization 
Let A be an n x n symmetric positive definite matrix. It is well known 
that there exists a unique lower triangular L E 9 nXn with positive diag- 
onal elements such that A = LLT. This factorization is called the Cholesky 
factorization of A, and L is its Cholesky factor. 
Let A = LLT be the Cholesky factorization of A, where 
A= 
Then from the equation 
a11 4 
al Bl 
(2.1.1) 
we can derive the following algorithm. 
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ALGORITHM OPCH (Outer-product Cholesky [4, Algorithm 4.2.21). Given a 
symmetric positive define A E 9? n x “, the following algorithm computes the 
Cholesky factor L E W nxn. For all i 2 j, L( i, j) overwrites A(i, j). 
for k = 1: n 
A(k, k) = dm 
A(k + 1: n, k) = A(k + 1: n, k)/A(k, k) 
forj= k+ 1:n 
A( j : n, j) = A( j : n, j) - A( j : n, k) A( j, k) 
end 
end 
Now we use the technique described in [lo], [3], and [4] to give a strict 
upper bound on the roundoff errors associated with the computed Cholesky 
factor. 
THEOREM 2.1.1. Let A be an n x n symmetric positive definite matrix of 
floating-point numbers. lf u Q 0.069, then the computed Cholesky factor L 
satisfws 
iiT = A + E, 
(El <[(I+1 
(2.1.3) 
+ 3$)(1 + U)z(“-l) - 1]( I A( + I il I “I“), (2.1.4) 
where r? = 1.0001 u. 
Proof. The proof will be by induction on n. 
We first consider the case of n = 1. Let a > 0. By [lo, p. 1181 we shall 
assume that 
fl(&“) = P(1 + “), IZI < fi. 
Therefore, if p” = fl(o’/‘), then 
i* = fll + E”r, )E”rJ < (26 + i+. 
From 
80 
it follows that 
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-2 
P 
cr < 1 - (2; + 6’“) ; 
consequently 
IF11 < 
(26 + iP)(or + fi2) 
2[1 - (2fi + fii”)] . 
Since the inequality 
2ii + ii2 
2[1 - (26 + $)] G ii + 3ii2 
holds for u < 0.069, we have 
I?,( < (~+3iP)(or+d2). 
Hence the theorem is true for n = 1. 
Let us assume the theorem holds for all (n - 1) x (TV - 1) floating-point 
matrices. Let A = LLT be the Cholesky factorization of A, where A and L 
are partitioned as in (2.1.1). Further, let 
be the computed Cholesky factor of A by using Algorithm OPCH. Then from 
(2.1.2) we know that in the first step of the algorithm we get 
fill = fl(ngy = #(l + “), 121 c 6, 
-2 
P 11 = a11 + El> Id, I < (ii + 3fi2)(cxll + &), (2.1.5) 
and 
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where 
h= &[diag(Ep ,..., En) -ci]-$. 1~~1 <u vi. 
Moreover, according to [IO, p. 1151 we have 
& = fl( B, - fl(l;qr)) 
= fl( B, - (i;v + F,)) 
= B, - (r;q + Fl) + F, 
= B, - i;r + F, 
where ( Fl I < ul& I I&I’, I &I Q ul 4 - (f~l? + WI , and 
I F I < I 5 I + I Fz I G (2~ + u”) ( 14 l + l i; I II; I’). 
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(2.1.7) 
Now we decompose x1 by Algorithm OPCH. By induction, we have 
L,i; = A”, + E,, (2.1.8) 
(E,I <[(1+G+3G2)(1+~)2(“-2)- l](jill + IL11 &IT). (2.1.9) 
(2.1.6) 
Thus, the relations (2.1.2) and (2.1.5)-(2.1.9) give 
=A+E, 
where 
I F + E, I < [ (1 + ii + 3G2)(1 + u)~(~-~) - l] 
*(I&I + Kl lW+ Ihi Gl’). 
Combining it with (2.1.5) and ) g ) < u I a1 1, we obtain the estimate (2.1.4). 
H 
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Now we assume 2(n - 1)u < 0.01. By Forsythe and Moler [3, p. 921 we 
know that if (1 + u)‘(“-l) = 1 + vu, then 0 < q < 2.02(n - 1). Moreover, it 
is easy to verify that if 1 + ti + 3i12 = 1 + .$u, then 0 < E < 1.016, and if 
(1 + tu)(l + vu) = 1 + Bu, then 0 < 0 < 2.02(n - 1) + 1.027. Hence, from 
Theorem 2.1.1 we get the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.1.2. L&A, L,andEbeasinTheorem2.1.1. lf 2(n- 1)u 
< 0.01, then 
) El < [2.02(n - 1) + l.O27]u() A] + ) iI ) ii’). 
In addition, from Theorem 2.1.1 we get the first-order error estimation of 
the computed Cholesky factorization described by the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.1.3. Let A, t, and E be as in Theorem 2.1.1. Then 
IEl <[2(n-l)u+ii]()Al + Ic[ It(T)+O(~2). 
It is worthwhile to point out that J. Meinguet [7] gives a componentwise 
rounding-error bound for the inner-product Cholesky algorithm. 
2.2. Perturbation Bound for the Cholesky Factorization 
In this subsection we shall describe a technique to get a componentwise 
perturbation bound of the Cholesky factor L of a symmetric positive definite 
matrix A. 
THEOREM 2.2.1. Let A, KE gnx” be symmetric positive definite, and let 
A = LLT and i = tLT be the Cholesky factorizations of A and i, respectively. 
LetE=i-AandG=t-L.Then 
]G] ,<L]tril(]i-‘1 IEI )L-‘IT)=Bg,l. (2.2.1) 
Moreover, if 
ES min 
W=diag(w,, . , on) 
[(I~(WAW)-1[1211(W~W)-11[2)1’zll~W~~~] < 1, 
oj>O Vj 
(2.2.2) 
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(GI<Jj?Itril(IZ’( JEl li!-‘l’) 
+ (+l([t-‘( (El @-‘lT+(~-l( IE( (i;-1(T) =Q, (2.2.3) 
where 
* = (4ij)P 4ij = 
(1 j q vi,j- (2.2.4) 
proof. It is easy to verify that 
E=GLT+LGT. 
From this we get 
E-‘EL-~ = f,-‘G + ( L-‘G)~. (2.2.5) 
Observe that the matrix L- ‘G is lower t n n ‘a g ular and ( L-‘G)T upper triangu- 
lar, and the correspondent diagonal elements of k ‘G and ( L-‘G)T are of the 
same sign. Hence, from (2.2.5) 
I~-‘Gl <tril(IL-‘1 JEl IL-‘lT). 
Since ( G[ < I t( I ?‘Gl, from (2.2.6) we get (2.2.1). 
Obviously, the Cholesky factors L and z are invertible, and 
(2.2.6) 
~-1 = (1 _ t’G)-‘i-l. (2.2.7) 
Let W = diag(q, . . . , wn) with oj > 0 ~j. Observe that from (2.2.5) 
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therefore, the condition (2.2.2) gives I( i-‘G(I F < E < 1. Consequently, if we 
define Z= I- Iz-‘Gl, th en the matrix Z is invertible, and Z-’ = 1 + 
I i-‘G I Z-r. Combining it with (2.2.7) and (2.2.6) we get 
IL-‘1 <Z-‘II?-‘I = @-‘I + Ii-‘GIZ-‘Ii-‘( 
< 1i-‘I +tril((i-‘1 (El IklITZPT)ZPLI~P1l. (2.2.8) 
Here Z is a nonsingular M-matrix (see [2, p. 1371). Substituting (2.2.8) into 
(2.2.1), we get 
IGI < leltril(lt-‘I IEl ji-‘IT) 
+ (~ltril(l~-‘I [El, IklITZ-TZ-‘IZ-‘l JE( IZ-‘lT). 
(2.2.9) 
Since 
we have 
z-=z-’ < a, (2.2.10) 
where @ is defined by (2.2.4). Substituting (2.2.10) into (2.2.9) we obtain 
(2.2.3). n 
2.3. Precision of the Computed Cholesky Factor 
From Corollaries 2.1.2-2.1.3 and Theorem 2.2.1 we get the following 
result. 
THEOREM 2.3.1. Let A be an n x n symmetric positive-definite matrix of 
$oating-point numbers, L be the Cholesky factor of A, and L be the Cholesky 
factor of A computed by using Algorithm OPCH. Let i = LET, G = L - L. lf 
2(n - 1)u < 0.01 and 
[2.02(n - 1) + l.O27]up,( A, A) < 1, 
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P,( A, A’ ) = w=&.$$~...,w”)~c(n. ‘& w)p 
wj>O Vj 
in which 
~c( A, kw) = i (l(WAW)-‘1121~( WA” w) -11/2)1’2 
I]W( I Al + I LI I~IT)WjjF~ 
then 
lGl ~[Z(n-l)u+~]I~Itril((~-‘I(IAJ + IL1 l,lT)l~-llT) 
+ o(u”). 
3. THE LDLT FACTORIZATION 
3.1. Errors in the LDLT Factorization 
Let A be an n x n symmetric positive definite matrix. It is well known 
that there exist a unique unit lower triangular matrix L and a unique diagonal 
matrix D = diag(d,, . . . , d,) such that A = LDLT. This factorization is called 
the LDLT factorization of A, and L and D are its LDLT factors. 
Let A = LDLT be the LDLT factorization of A, where 
Then from the equation 
we can derive the following algorithm. 
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Algorithm OPLD (Outer-product LDLT). Given a symmetric positive deli- 
nite A E 9 “xn, the following algorithm computes the LDLT factors L, DE 
.9 “xn. For all i > j, L(i, j) overwrites A(i, j); for all i, D(i, i) overwrites 
A( i, i). 
for k = 1: n 
V(k + 1: n, k) = A(k + 1: n, k) 
A(k + 1: n, k) = A(k + 1: n, k)/A(k, k) 
forj=k+l:n 
A(j: n, j) = A(j: n, j) - A(j: n, k)V(j, k) 
end 
end 
Now we give a strict upper bound on the roundoff errors associated with 
the computed LDLT factors. 
THEOREM 3.1.1. Let A be an n x n symmetric positive definite matrix of 
floating-point numbers. Then the computed LDLT factors t and fi satisfy 
LDLT = A + E, (3.1.3) 
,E,<[( ‘:t~‘l~-‘-l](,A,+iiidiilT). (3.1.4) 
Proof. The proof will be by induction on n. The theorem obviously holds 
for n = 1. Assume the theorem holds for all (n - 1) x (n - 1) floating-point 
matrices. Let A = LDLT be the LDLT factorization of A, where A, L, and D 
are partitioned as in (3.1.1). Further, let 
be the LDLT factors of A computed by using Algorithm OPLD. Then from 
(3.1.2) we know that in the first step of the algorithm we get 
(3.1.5) 
Ihl 
u I al I 
<-. 
a11 
(3.1.6) 
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Moreover, we have (with symmetric matrices F,, F,, F3, F) 
tril( Al) = tril(fl( B, - fZ( IIar))) 
= triI(fZ( B, - (a,(r;tf+ F1) + F2))) 
= tril( B, - (&( rIr + Fl) + F2) + F3) 
= tril( B, - d;l;q + F), 
where 
(3.1.7) 
IFI dIGI + l&l + IFsI G (31+_UU)U(~~,~ +JA W). 
(3.1.8) 
Now we decompose A”, by Algorithm OPLD. By induction, 
_-_ _ 
L,D& = A, + E,, (3.1.9) 
IE,, <[j’:“:“jn-‘- l](,i,, + I~,Ifi,l~,,T). (3.1.10) 
Thus, the relations (3.1.2) and (3.1.5)-(3.1.10) give 
where 
Consequently, we obtain the estimate (3.1.4). 
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Now we assume 3(n - 1)u < 0.01. By Forsythe and Moler [3, p. 921 
we know that if [(l + ~)~/(l - u)]“-’ = 1 + qu then 3 (n - 1) 
< r) < 3.03( n - 1). Hence, from Theorem 3.1.1 we get the following corol- 
lary. 
COROLLARY 3.1.2. Let A, t, 6, and E be as in Theorem 3.1.1. Zf 
3(n - 1)u < 0.01, then 
In addition, from Theorem 3.1.1 we get the first-order error estimation of 
the computed LDLT factorization described by the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.1.3. Let A, E, 6, and E be as in Theorem 3.1 .l. Then 
IEl <3(n-l)u()Al + I~IZ,I~IT)+O(u2). 
3.2. Perturbation Bounds for the LDLT Factorization 
The following theorem gives a componentwise perturbation bound of the 
LDLT factors. 
THEOREM 3.2.1. Let A, /id gnx” be symmetric positive definite, A = 
LDLT and i = ifi.? be the LDLT factorizations of A and A, respectively. Let 
E = i - A, T = fi - D, G = E - L. Then 
(TI <diag( I L-‘( [El IZ-‘IT), (3.2.1) 
]G] < ]@ril*(l?] IEl (L-‘(TD-l). (3.2.2) 
Moreover, let 
v(A, A”) =max{ IIAl1211~-‘I12, dIIA”ll2llA-‘l12} 
and 
&= min [II(WAW)-11121~(W~W)-1~12]1’211~Wll,. 
W=diag(w,, . , 0,) 
cd,>0 Vj
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Thenif 
E~ = v( A, A”)& < 1, 
we have 
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(32.3) 
ITI $diag([I+tril*(d(E))Y]I~-‘1 [El lz-‘/‘) (3.2.4) 
and 
IGI < lZltril*( Ii-‘1 IEl IL-‘I’.[Z+~(tril*(~$(E)))~] 
.[ I + diag(4(E))] fi-I). (3.2.5) 
Here 
* = ($ij)P *ij = -A_ 
1 - El 
Vi, j. 
(3.2.6) 
(3.2.7) 
Proof. It is easy to verify that 
E = G6ET + LTiT + LDGT. 
From this we get 
and 
L-‘EE-T = L-‘Gfi + T + DGTi-T, (3.2.8) 
L-‘EL-Tfi-1 = L-~G + c-1 + ~~Trl,-Tfi-l (3.2.9) 
L)-‘L-‘EL-T = D-‘L-‘Gfi + D-IT + GTE-T. (3.2.10) 
The relation (3.2.8) gives T = diag( L-‘ECT); consequently, the inequality 
(3.2.1) holds. The relations (3.2.9) and (3.2.10) give 
fi)-‘T = diag( fi’-‘L-‘ELpT), i-‘G = tril*( t-‘EL-TD-‘). (3.2.11) 
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Consequently, we have 
and 
ICelTI <diag(E’jZ-‘I IE( IL-‘jT) (3.2.12) 
I z-‘Cl Q tril*( I ?I I El 1 L-‘ITD-I). (3.2.13) 
The inequality (3.2.2) can be derived from (3.2.13) immediately. 
Let W = diag(w,, . . . , w,,) with wj > 0 vj. Observe that from (3.2.11) 
ti-‘T = diag( ( WL)-‘WETW( Wi)-Tfipl), 
i-‘G = tril*( (WE) -bEW( WL) -TD-l), 
and for the LDLT factorization A = LDLT of any symmetric positive definite 
matrix A, we have 
IIL-‘II, Q ( IlAII,~~(WAW)-1~(2)1’z~ I((WL)-TD-“2((2 =lltwAw,-‘ll:” 
and 
)I D- “’ )I 2 < )I A-’ II ;‘“. 
Hence, from (3.2.3) we get 
11 fi-‘TIIF < E < 1, )I E-lGl(, < E < 1. 
Obviously, the matrices Z - &‘T and Z - i-‘G are nonsingular, and 
D-l = (1 _ fi-lT)-lfi-‘, L-’ = (I - L-‘G)-1% (3.2.14) 
Thus, if we define S = Z - ) fi)-‘TI and Z = I - I L-‘GI, then from 
(3.2.12)-(3.2.14) we get 
D-1 < S-‘fi-’ 
< fi-’ + ) &‘T ( S-‘fi-’ 
< fi-’ + diag( 3-l I f.-’ ) I E I ( L-’ I TZ-T)S-lfi-’ (3.2.15) 
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and 
1 I,-‘1 Q 2-l) t-‘1 
< 1 E-11 + 1 ZY’Cl z-11 t-‘1 
< 1 z-‘I + tril*( I i-l( I E I I t-‘( TZ-TS-lfi-l)Z-lI E-‘I. 
(3.2.16) 
Here S is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements, and Z is a 
nonsingular M-matrix. Substituting (3.2.15)-(3.2.16) into (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), 
and defining 
we get 
and 
6(E) = Ii-‘1 IEl Ii-‘I=, 
6,(E) = fi-lG(E)Z-T, 
8=(E) = “( E)Z-=S-%-‘, 
(TI <diag([Z+ tril*(&(E))Z-‘16(E)) 
(3.2.17) 
(3.2.18) 
Since 
I GI < ) LI tril*(S(E)[ I + Z-=(tril*( bL( E)))=] 
x [ I + diag(G,(E))S-l] 6-l). (3.2.19) 
S-l< -A- 
l - Q1, 
IP-‘II, G &. 
1 
IIZ-=S-‘ll, G 11 _l# > 
we have 
z-’ < *‘, “L(E) 6 4(E), (3.2.20) 
where 4(E), 9, 6,(E), and 6,(E) are defined by (3.2.6), (3.2.7), and (3.2.17). 
Thus, from (3.2.17)-(3.2.20) we get the estimations (3.2.4)-(3.2.5). n 
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3.3. Precision of the Computed LDLT Factors 
From Corollaries 3.1.2-3.1.3 and Theorem 3.2.1 we get the following 
result. 
THEOREM 3.3.1. Let A be an n x n symmetric positive definite matrix of 
floating-point numbers. Let L and D be the LDLT factors of A, and let L and fi 
be the LDLT factors of A computed by using Algorithm OPLD. Let i = zfiz ‘, 
G = k - L, and T = b - D. Zf 3(n - 1)~ < 0.01 and 
3.03(n - l)uv( A, A”)pl( A, i) < 1, 
where Y( A, A) is defined as in Theorem 3.2.1, and 
cl,( A, A”) = min 
W=diag(w,, . , W”) 
/q( A, & W), 
Wj>O vj 
in which 
cc&L i;W) = ( II(WAW)-1112(1( wii w)-1~12)1’z 
IIW( I Al + 121 fil ~lT)Wl(F~ 
then 
ITI < 3(n - l)udiag( ] Z- 
]G] <3(n- l)u]L]tril*( 
+o(u”). 
4. FINAL REMARKS 
4.1. 
Numerical tests show that the perturbation bounds presented in this paper 
are sharper than those of [8] and [Q]. Moreover, the perturbation and error 
bounds given by Theorems 2.2.1, 2.3.1, 3.2.1, and 3.3.1 reveal the structural 
characteristic of perturbations and errors. 
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Now we give a simple example. Let 
A= 
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
-1 2 0 0 
-1 0 3 1 1. 
-1 0 1 4 2 
-1 0 1 2 0 I 5 
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The matrix A is symmetric positive definite, and its Cholesky factor L is given 
L= 
10 0 00 
-1 10 00 
-1 -1 1 0 0 
-1 -1 -1 1 0 
-1 -1 -1 -1 1 
Take a 5 x 5 random symmetric matrix 
i 
0.2113 0.4649 0.5174 0.4857 0.6167 
0.4649 0.4524 0.8441 0.7382 0.4374 
E = (1 .Oe - 03) 0.5174 0.8441 0.6538 0.6630 0.5072 
0.4857 0.7382 0.6630 0.7469 0.1891 
0.6167 0.4374 0.5072 0.1891 0.1167 
and let A’ = A + E. Further, let z be the Cholesky factor of A”, and G = i - 
L. Then 
0.0001 0 0 0 0 
0.0006 0.0008 0 
: 
0 
0.0006 0.0028 0.0038 0 > 
0.0006 0.0027 0.0111 0.0146 0 
0.0007 0.0025 0.0109 0.0426 0.0544 
E < ((1 A-‘((,(( t?-11(2)1’2((E(IF = 0.3008 < 1, 
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and the componentwise bounds given by Theorem 2.2.1 are 
B g,l = 
and 
Thus, we get 
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0.0002 0 0 0 0 
0.0009 0.0016 0 0 0 
0.0023 0.0052 0.0076 0 0 
0.0050 0.0122 0.0223 0.0294 0 
0.0103 0.0254 0.0501 0.0842 0.1118 
0.0004 0 0 0 0 
0.0016 0.0029 0 0 0 
0.0042 0.0094 0.0135 0 0 
0.0091 0.0219 0.0398 0.0515 0 
0.0186 0.0455 0.0894 0.1475 0.1832 
fl = IIGllF = 0.0726, 01 = II B,,,II, = 0.1564, 
The author [9] proved that if 
2 = ]I A-‘]],]]E]], < 1, 
then 
IIGII, G 
Il A II i’” 11 A- ’ ll 2 II E 11 F 
a(1 - II A-‘II,IIEll2) 
02 = 11 B,,, 11 F < 0.2261 
= 3. P 
The earliest result on perturbation bounds for the Cholesky factorization was 
given by Stewart [8]. Under more restrictive assumptions on (1 El1 Fp it is 
proved in [8] that 
Calculations give .S = 0.3136 < 1, and 
pa = 0.9111, pq = 9.2573. 
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4.2. 
From (2.2.5) one can prove the following result on perturbation bounds for 
the Cholesky factorization (see [S]). 
THEOREM 4.1. LetA, A”, L, z, E,andCbeasinTheorem2.2.1.Thenthe 
inequulit y 
hdd.s. 
4.3. 
From (3.2.8) we have 
and 
D-‘/2e-1/2 = &ag( ( LD1f2)-lE( f,fil/z)-T) (4.2) 
fi,-lP~-‘~D’/~ = tril*( ( Lfi1/2)-1E( LD1i2)-=). (4.3) 
Let 
D=diag(dl,...,d,), fi = diag($, . . . , &,), T = diag( t,, . . . , tn) 
and 
( LD’12) -’ = ( P,, . . . , p,)‘, (w)-’ = (&, . . . , a”)‘. 
Then from (4.2) 
I ti I 
m 
= I Ps% I 
G II Pi II 2 II fii II 2 II E II 2 
4)~(LD1’2)-1~~2~~(~~1’2)-1~~211El12 
= dII A-‘ll2II Al-‘112 IIEIl2. 
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Observe that 
Hence 
141 < dll All2llA-‘II211 ~ll2ll Al-‘112 IIEll2 Vi. (4.4) 
Further, from (4.3) we get 
= A/II A”-‘ll,ll A-‘112 IlEilF. 
On the other hand, we have 
B 
ll GII F 
dll A”II2II -4-‘II2 ’ 
Consequently, 
IIGII, G d/II A”ll2II A”-‘112 II A-‘II~IIEIIF~ 
Similarly, we can prove that the inequality 
IlGllF G dll All211 A% 11 Al-‘!l,liEllF 
is also true. Hence, if we let 
P(A,~) =min( ~ll~ll2ll~-‘ll2 IIA-‘l12a ~IIAII2lIA-‘ll2 11~-‘112)3 
then 
IIGIIF G CL(A~ ~)IlEll~. (4.5) 
Thus, we have proved the following result on perturbation bounds for the 
LDLT factorization. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let A, A, L, z, D, 6, E, G, and T be as in Theorem 
3.2.1. Then the inequalities (4.4) and (4.5) hold. 
I am grateful to Pete Stewart for informing me of the paper [7] and for his 
help in the refinement of an earlier version of this paper. I am also indebted to 
the anonymous referee for very helpful comments. 
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